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NEW QUESTION: 1
A. Option C
B. Option D
C. Option A
D. Option B
Answer: A,C

NEW QUESTION: 2
귀사는 AWS WorkSpaces 평가판에 가입했습니다. 확실하지는 않지만 112 명의 사용자에게 적합한지
확인하려고 합니다. 인증을 위해 Active Directory에 대한 액세스를 허용하면서 가능한 한 적은 작업과 선행
비용으로 배포해야 합니다. 무엇을 해야 합니까? 두 가지 정답을 선택하십시오.
A. AWS에 대한 Direct Connect 연결을 생성하십시오.
B. VPN 연결을 만듭니다.
C. 설정 AWS 호스팅 Microsoft AD
D. AD 커넥터 만들기
Answer: B,D
Explanation:
A VPN connection and an AD connector will allow you to get up and running without having to
migrate users, setup expensive equipment or pay for another directory service.

NEW QUESTION: 3
DRAG DROP
Note: This question is part of a series of questions that use the same scenario. For your
convenience, the scenario is repeated in each question. Each question presents a different goal
and answer choices, but the text of the scenario is exactly the same in each question in this
series.
You have five servers that run Microsoft Windows 2012 R2. Each server hosts a Microsoft SQL
Server instance. The topology for the environment is shown in the following diagram.
You have an Always On Availability group named AG1. The details for AG1 are shown in the
following table.

Instance1 experiences heavy read-write traffic. The instance hosts a database named
OperationsMain that is four terabytes (TB) in size. The database has multiple data files and
filegroups. One of the filegroups is read_only and is half of the total database size.
Instance4 and Instance5 are not part of AG1. Instance4 is engaged in heavy read-write I/O.
Instance5 hosts a database named StagedExternal. A nightly BULK INSERT process loads data
into an empty table that has a rowstore clustered index and two nonclustered rowstore
indexes.
You must minimize the growth of the StagedExternal database log file during the BULK INSERT
operations and perform point-in-time recovery after the BULK INSERT transaction. Changes
made must not interrupt the log backup chain.
You plan to add a new instance named Instance6 to a datacenter that is geographically distant
from Site1 and Site2. You must minimize latency between the nodes in AG1.
All databases use the full recovery model. All backups are written to the network location
\SQLBackup.
A separate process copies backups to an offsite location. You should minimize both the time
required to restore the databases and the space required to store backups. The recovery point
objective (RPO) for each instance is shown in the following table.
Full backups of OperationsMain take longer than six hours to complete. All SQL Server backups
use the keyword COMPRESSION.
You plan to deploy the following solutions to the environment. The solutions will access a
database named DB1 that is part of AG1.
Reporting system: This solution accesses data inDB1with a login that is mapped to a database
user that is a member of the db_datareader role. The user has EXECUTE permissions on the
database. Queries make no changes to the dat a. The queries must be load balanced over
variable read-only replicas.
Operations system: This solution accesses data inDB1with a login that is mapped to a database
user that is a member of the db_datareader and db_datawriter roles. The user has EXECUTE
permissions on the database. Queries from the operations system will perform both DDL and
DML operations.
The wait statistics monitoring requirements for the instances are described in the following
table.
You need to propose a new process for the StagedExternal database.
Which five actions should you recommended be performed in sequence? To answer, move the
appropriate actions from the list of actions to the answer area and arrange them in the correct
order.
Answer:
Explanation:
From scenario: Instance5 hosts a database named StagedExternal. A nightly BULK INSERT
process loads data into an empty table that has a rowstore clustered index and two
nonclustered rowstore indexes.
You must minimize the growth of the StagedExternaldatabase log file during the BULK INSERT
operations and perform point-in-time recovery after the BULK INSERT transaction. Changes
made must not interrupt the log backup chain.
All databases use the full recovery model.
References: https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms190421(v=sql.105).aspx
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